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Abstract
Background: Systematic assessment of lymph node status 
by endobronchial ultrasound-guided transbronchial needle 
aspiration (EBUS-TBNA) is indicated in (suspected) lung can-
cer. Sampling is herein guided by nodal size and FDG-PET 
characteristics. Ultrasound strain elastography (SE) might 
further improve risk stratification. By imaging tissue defor-
mation over time, SE computes relative tissue strain. In sev-
eral tissues, a lower strain (deformation) has been associated 
with a higher likelihood of malignancy. Objectives: To assess 
if EBUS-SE can independently help predict malignancy, and 
when combined with size and FDG uptake information. 
Methods: This multicenter (n = 5 centers) prospective trial 
included patients with suspected or proven lung cancer us-

ing a standardized measurement protocol. Cytopathology 
combined with surgery or follow-up imaging (> 6 months) 
were used as reference standard. Results: Between June 
2016 and July 2018, 327 patients and 525 lymph nodes were 
included (mean size 12.3 mm, malignancy prevalence 0.48). 
EBUS-SE had an overall AUC of 0.77. A mean strain < 115 
(range 0–255) showed 90% sensitivity, 43% specificity, 60% 
positive predictive value, and 82% negative predictive value. 
Combining EBUS-SE (< 115) with size (< 8 mm) and FDG-PET 
information into a risk stratification algorithm increased the 
accuracy. Combining size and SE showed that the 48% a pri-
ori chance of malignancy changed to 11 and 70% in double 
negative or positive nodes, respectively. In the subset where 
FDG-PET was available (n = 370), triple negative and positive 
nodes went from a 42% a priori chance of malignancy to 9 
and 73%, respectively. Conclusions: EBUS-SE can help pre-
dict lymph node malignancy and may be useful for risk strat-
ification when combined with size and PET information.
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Introduction

Systematic endobronchial ultrasound (EBUS) com-
bined with esophageal endosonographic evaluation (EUS/
EUSb) is currently the recommended first-line staging 
procedure in lung cancer [1]. During a systematic evalua-
tion of the entire mediastinum – going from the contra-
lateral hilum to the ipsilateral hilum – all lymph nodes 
should be carefully assessed [2]. Information from both 
CT and FDG-PET are generally used to define the risk of 
malignancy in lymph nodes, subsequently guiding the 
sampling strategy. In routine clinical practice, every node 
which is FDG-PET avid or has a CT-based short axis size 
≥10 mm should be aspirated. And if CT or PET-CT has 
shown abnormal mediastinal findings, at least three dif-
ferent mediastinal lymph node stations (4R, 4L, 7) should, 
for example, be sampled [2]. When no PET scan informa-
tion is available or the lymph node shows low uptake, B-
mode ultrasound characteristics and the short axis diam-
eter as measured during EBUS/EUSb are often used to de-
termine when to aspirate. However, there is no consensus 
on the lower limit in ultrasound size for aspiration. While 
the 10-mm short axis size, as equal to CT, is often used, 
cutoffs ranging from 5 to 10 mm are found across studies 
[3–8]. Studies assessing B-mode criteria such as node het-
erogeneity, shape, and a central hilar structure have also 
been found to be contradictory in their results [9]. A re-
cent meta-analysis found that ultrasound features might 
indeed correlate with malignancy but should be further 
studied to determine their true predictive capability [10]. 

EBUS-strain elastography (EBUS-SE) is one of the rel-
atively new ultrasound features. It has proven promising 
in risk stratification of likely malignant lymph nodes 
among different studies [11]. EBUS-SE derives tissue 
strain by monitoring how tissue deforms over time as a 
force is being applied. Its working principle can be best 
compared to classical palpation. In short, a region of tis-
sue that is heavily deformed when compared to another 
region in the same image is derived to be high in strain 
(easily deformed). A region that is barely deformed when 
compared to another region by this same force is derived 
to be low in strain (low deformation). In EBUS-SE, this 
tissue deformation is measured primarily in the axial di-
rection (depth direction). The periodical motion of the 
heart and greater vessels are hypothesized to exert the 
needed force on surrounding tissue. For calculating the 
relative strain, the received ultrasound signal needs to be 
monitored over time. By mapping how the signal varies 
over time (while a force is being exerted), one can com-
pute the deformation. A relative strain can be derived 

from this deformation and is generally relayed to the user 
through a color-coded overlay projected over the B-mode 
image. Several qualitative and semi-quantitative tech-
niques to assess the calculated relative strain have been 
reported. We recently showed that the strain histogram 
method will give the best overall accuracy for predicting 
lymph node malignancy, as it is the most operator-inde-
pendent and thus objective technique [12]. More detailed 
information on EBUS-SE assessment technique and SE 
technology can also be found in the previous publication 
and its online supplementary material [12, 13].

In this international prospective multicenter study, we 
investigated the predictive value of EBUS-SE in patients 
with suspected or proven lung cancer in daily clinical care. 
Using a standardized measurement strategy, we assessed if 
EBUS-SE can help predict malignancy in lymph nodes as 
an individual predictive value, and, if it can help enhance 
prediction by combining EBUS-SE information with FDG-
PET information and EBUS lymph node short axis size. The 
interobserver variability was furthermore determined. 

Materials and Methods

Study Subjects
This prospective international multicenter study (n = 5 centers) 

is a registered study. Patients of 18 years and older with an EBUS 
indication for a suspected or proven lung cancer were eligible. Prior 
chemo- or radiotherapy were exclusion criteria due to hypothesized 
tissue-altering effects. All measurements were obtained using Pentax 
EB1970UK and EB19-J10U ultrasound bronchoscopes (Pentax 
Medical, Japan) and Hitachi Preirus Hi Vision US processors (Hita-
chi Corp, Japan) with unified software settings in each center. 

Study Design
To assess if EBUS-SE can help predict lymph node malignancy, 

two main research questions were formulated: 
1. Can EBUS-SE by itself help predict malignancy of mediastinal 

lymph nodes in a multicenter setting? This was divided into 
two sub-questions: (a) is strain a predictive parameter, and (b) 
can it be used as a reproducible measurement technique in dai-
ly clinical care? 

2. Can we improve the current risk stratification by further incor-
porating EBUS-SE information with lymph node size and 
FDG-PET avidity information? 

Methods
All participating centers received similar training in EBUS-SE 

technique and pitfalls preceding to study participation. Systematic 
EBUS-transbronchial needle aspiration (EBUS-TBNA) staging 
was performed following international and local guidelines [2, 14, 
15]. EBUS-SE measurements of to-be-aspirated lymph nodes were 
acquired at the discretion of the endoscopist. A standardized mea-
surement protocol using the strain histogram scoring technique 
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was used to quantify measured lymph node strain as previously 
reported in more detail [see 12, 13]. Compared to previously pub-
lished data [12], the EBUS-SE software settings were updated. As 
such, the EBUS-SE mean strain cutoff was re-analyzed for optimal 
performance in the present study.

Known prognostic variables such as FDG-PET avidity, CT size, 
and ultrasound B-mode characteristics were collected by the en-
doscopist [16]. The local FDG-PET reports as available for the en-
doscopist were used for further analysis. No central reading on 
FDG-PET was performed. Strain measurement reproducibility 
was furthermore scored subjectively by the operator as “heavily 
changing,” “slightly changing,” or “reproducible” based on the 
strain rate graph and corresponding color overlays [12]. 

Analysis
SE measurements and corresponding case report forms were 

coded, digitalized, and completed by the site investigator. The case 
report forms were correlated with strain measurements (by author 
R.L.J.V., blinded). Individual lymph node cytopathology and sub-
sequent surgical results were used for correlation to EBUS-SE mea-
surements. When no follow-up tissue sample was available, an im-
aging-based clinical follow-up of at least 6 months was used. Statis-
tical analysis was performed using R-studio [17]. The performance 
of predictors was assessed using contingency tables and predictors 

derived from these, accompanied by their 95% confidence intervals 
(95% CI). Predictors include sensitivity, specificity, negative pre-
dictive value (NPV), positive predictive value (PPV), accuracy, re-
ceiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves, negative likelihood ra-
tios (LR–), positive likelihood ratios (LR+), and pre- to post-test 
probabilities of malignancies calculated from these. The predictive 
value of continuous variables was assessed through the area under 
the curve (AUC) of the ROC. To analyze the added value of predic-
tive variables to one another (chronologically), an ANOVA of dif-
ferent predictive models was made using a χ2 test (PET alone, PET 
and EBUS short axis size combined, PET and EBUS short axis size 
further combined with EBUS-SE). Inter-observer variability of 
strain was assessed by comparing ROCs among different hospitals, 
adjusted for nonpaired data [18]. During analysis, a relatively low 
false-negative rate of imaging results was prioritized above overall 
accuracy to obtain the highest staging accuracy. 

Results

General Information
Between May 2016 and July 2018, measurements of 

525 lymph nodes from 327 unique patients were included 

Subject exclusion (98 subjects):
- Incomplete/inadequate clinical data (27)
- Violations in-/exclusion criteria (17)
- Withdrawal informed consent (1)
- Loss of follow-up (45)
- Unsuccesfull strain elastography acquisition (8)

327 study subjects
(525 lymph nodes)

Normal/reactive lymph node - 272
Adenocarcinoma - 135

Squamous cell carcinoma - 38
Large cell/NOS - 30

Neuroendocrine tumor - 7
SCLC - 24

Metastatic disease - 11
Lymphoma - 8

Lymph node (pathology) exclusion
(89 subjects, 122 lymph nodes):
- Granulomatous disease (70)
- Infectious disease (17)
- TBC (8)
- Inconclusive lymph node outcome (27)

416 study subjects
(647 lymph nodes)

Indication for EBUS-TBNA procedure
(514 study subjects)

Analysis

Fig. 1. CONSORT diagram of study inclu-
sion.
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for study analysis (CONSORT diagram; Fig.  1). Of the 
included 525 lymph nodes on which EBUS-TBNA and 
elastography measurements were performed, 228 were 
found to be malignant through initial cytopathology find-
ings, 170 received further surgical verification, and 127 
underwent additional clinical and imaging follow-up to 
confirm benign disease. The overall prevalence of malig-
nancy was 48%. Study demographics and lymph node in-
formation are shown in Table 1 and online supplemental 
Table E.1 (for all online suppl. material, see www.karger.
com/doi/10.1159/000507592). 

EBUS-SE Performance
ROC analysis was performed to assess the predictive 

value of EBUS-SE. In Table 1, ROC analysis of the mean 
strain as obtained from all 5 centers showed an AUC of 
0.77 (95% CI 0.73–0.81). The AUC of individual hospitals 
ranged between 0.67 to 0.85. Pairwise ROC comparison 
of individual hospitals showed that EBUS-SE perfor-
mance did not vary significantly across centers. Compar-
ing the highest to lowest AUC and largest to smallest vol-
ume performances gave p values of 0.072 and 0.41, re-
spectively (online suppl. Table E.2).

In 456 out of 525 lymph nodes in this multicenter 
study an adequate track record on temporal reproducibil-
ity of EBUS-SE measurements was available. The endos-
copists subjectively rated EBUS-SE lymph node measure-
ments as “heavily changing” in 41 measurements (8.9%), 
“slightly changing” in 135 measurements (29.6%), and 
“reproducible” in 280 (61.4%) measurements. To assess if 
SE performance varied with reproducibility scoring, ROC 
comparison of the differently scored subsets was per-
formed. No significant differences were found (p > 0.4). 

To obtain a representative dataset, all measurements were 
included for analysis.

Distinctive cut-off values of the strain histogram mean 
were studied to identify clinically relevant scenarios. As a 
stand-alone predictive parameter of malignancy, a mean 
strain cut-off value of < 115 (range 0–255) was found most 
suitable, having high sensitivity (90%) and NPV (82%) 
with moderate specificity (43%) and PPV (60%; Table 2). 
Using this cutoff as the only criterion for predicting ma-
lignancy, the LR+ of 1.58 would change the 0.48 pre-test 
probability of malignancy (being equal to prevalence of 
disease) to a 0.60 post-test probability of malignancy. The 
found LR– of 0.23 would imply that the 0.48 pre-test 
probability of disease decreases to 0.18 if mean strain was 
measured to be greater than 115 (Table 2).

Size and FDG-PET Performance 
The variables size and FDG-PET avidity have long 

shown their value for lymph node malignancy predic-
tion in routine clinical practice. The predictive value of 
these variables along with EBUS-SE as found in this 
study are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. In the data sub-
set where FDG-PET information was available (370 
lymph nodes), PET avidity showed high sensitivity 
(88%) and NPV (83%) at moderate specificity (42%). 
Overall, FDG-PET accuracy was 61%, and, FDG-PET 
performance did not significantly differ across centers 
(p > 0.05; Table 1). ROC Analysis of EBUS-based lymph 
node short axis size showed an overall AUC of 0.78 (95% 
CI 0.74–0.82), and nonsignificant (p > 0.05) perfor-
mance differences across centers in pairwise ROC com-
parison (Table 1). Further analysis of different size-
based cutoffs showed how the diagnostic utility of 

Table 1. Demographical data and overall overview on predictive variables as studied in the E-Predict multicenter trial

Center Patients/
lymph 
nodes

Sex 
(F/M)

Age 
(min–max),
years

Disease 
prevalence 
(NM/M)

US short 
axis size 
(min–max), 
mm

US Size AUC 
(95% CI)

Strain AUC 
(95% CI)

PET Acc. 
(number 
available)

Nijmegen 143/256 54/89 64 (26–90) 0.42 (149/107) 10.9 (3–50) 0.76 (0.69–0.82) 0.75 (0.68–0.81) 0.58 (232)
Amsterdam 28/41 14/14 65 (48–78) 0.37 (26/15) 11.1 (3–13) 0.68 (0.49–0.86) 0.67 (0.49–0.84) 0.58 (26)
Bologna 72/102 32/40 67 (42–83) 0.61 (40/62) 13.3 (4–41) 0.81 (0.72–0.90) 0.82 (0.74–0.90) 0.73 (52)
Firenze 42/80 14/28 68 (52–85) 0.34 (53/27) 12.0 (5–30) 0.70 (0.58–0.82) 0.85 (0.76–0.95) 0.65 (52)
Fano 42/46 13/29 68 (35–90) 0.91 (4/42) 19.1 (9–48) 0.74 (0.51–0.97) 0.82 (0.64–0.99) 0.75 (8)

Total 327/525 127/200 66 (26–90) 0.48 (272/253) 12.3 (3–50) 0.78 (0.74–0.82) 0.77 (0.73–0.81) 0.61 (370)

NM, nonmalignant; M, malignant; US, ultrasound; AUC, area under the curve; Strain AUC, AUC of EBUS-SE per center as found 
by ROC analysis; PET Acc., PET scan overall accuracy as calculated per center.
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EBUS-based lymph node size varied with the chosen 
cutoff (Table 2). Using a short axis size of ≥10 mm as 
predictor for malignancy resulted in an LR– of 0.39. Six-
ty-five out of all 253 malignancies in this dataset would 
then be falsely classified as benign (25.7%). A size mini-
mum of ≥8 mm as cut-off value would reduce false neg-
atives to 31 in this dataset, being 12.3% of the total 
amount of malignancies (LR– of 0.26). The increase in 
sensitivity (74 to 88%) gained by preferring the ≥8-mm 
criterion, however, comes at a cost of more false posi-
tives. Whereas a ≥10-mm cutoff had an LR+ of 2.2, a 
≥8-mm cutoff had an LR+ of only 1.66 (Table 2).

Clinical Scenarios

Combining SE with Size
After assessing the different scenarios in which size 

and strain imaging could be combined in clinical prac-
tice, it was found that a lymph node size ≥8 mm in com-
bination with a strain cutoff of < 115 would best stratify 

the risk of malignancy in this dataset. Analysis of this 
stratification showed that adding strain to EBUS-mea-
sured lymph node short axis size could significantly help 
to stratify the risk of malignancy compared to stratifica-
tion based upon EBUS-measured short axis size alone  
(p < 0.001). If using these cutoffs to assume that all lymph 
nodes ≥8 mm and the subset of lymph nodes < 8 mm that 
had strain < 115 were considered malignant, an overall 
sensitivity of 95%, NPV 86%, specificity 30%, and PPV 
56% was found (Table 2). The risk stratification method-
ology can, however, be better interpreted by a decision 
tree diagram. A more detailed visualization of how risk 
of malignancy changes with the found variable outcome 
is shown in Figure 2. By this stratification methodology, 
double-imaging positive lymph nodes (being ≥8 mm 
and low in strain) would have a 70% chance of being ma-
lignant in this dataset. In contrast, double-imaging nega-
tive lymph nodes (< 8 mm and high in strain) would have 
an 11% chance of being malignant and thus be false neg-
ative. 

Table 2. Overall predictive performance of study variables

Variable n Prev. Sens. Spec. PPV NPV Acc. (95% CI) TP FP TN FN LR– LR+

Strain (0–255)
<78 525 0.48 0.64 0.76 0.71 0.7 0.70 (0.66–0.74) 163 66 206 90 0.47 2.67
<115 525 0.48 0.9 0.43 0.6 0.82 0.66 (0.61–0.70) 227 154 118 26 0.23 1.58

Size
≥8 mm 525 0.48 0.88 0.47 0.61 0.81 0.67 (0.62–0.71) 222 144 128 31 0.26 1.66
≥10 mm 525 0.48 0.74 0.66 0.67 0.73 0.70 (0.66–0.74) 188 92 180 65 0.39 2.2

Size and strain
≥8 mm | <78 525 0.48 0.94 0.33 0.57 0.86 0.63 (0.58–0.67) 238 181   91 15 0.18 1.4
≥8 mm | <115 525 0.48 0.98 0.22 0.54 0.91 0.58 (0.54–0.63) 247 213 59   6 0.09 1.26
≥10 mm | <78 525 0.48 0.88 0.49 0.61 0.81 0.68 (0.63–0.72) 223 140 132 30 0.24 1.73
≥10 mm | <115 525 0.48 0.95 0.3 0.56 0.86 0.61 (0.57–0.66) 240 190 82 13 0.17 1.36

PET information (subset)
FDG-PET 370 0.42 0.88 0.42 0.52 0.83 0.61 (0.56–0.66) 137 124 90 19 0.29 1.52
Size ≥8 mm 370 0.42 0.84 0.52 0.56 0.82 0.66 (0.61–0.71) 131 102 112 25 0.31 1.75
Size ≥10 mm 370 0.42 0.69 0.71 0.63 0.76 0.70 (0.65–0.75) 108 63 151 48 0.44 2.38
Strain <115 370 0.42 0.87 0.46 0.54 0.83 0.64 (0.58–0.68) 136 115 99 20 0.28 1.61

The mean strain as found by the strain histogram technique and EBUS short axis size are first summarized with different cutoffs. 
Secondly, the combined size and strain are introduced. The theoretical workflow herein is as follows; all lymph nodes above the size 
cutoff are grouped as suspicious of malignancy. Lymph nodes that have shown smaller than this size are secondly assessed by strain 
elastography. Only if the mean strain has shown higher than the strain cutoff will these lymph nodes be grouped as nonmalignant. If the 
strain shows lower than the cutoff (meaning lower strain and less deformation), they will also be grouped as suspected of malignancy. 
More detailed results on the probability of malignancy based on the intermediate points in this workflow can also be found in Figure 2. 
Last, the dataset for which FDG-PET, US size, and US strain is available (n = 370 out of the original 525 lymph nodes) is described. This 
dataset has been used to provide a probability of malignancy risk stratification as in Figure 3. Prevalence of malignancy in this subset 
was 0.42. Prevalence in the overall dataset was 0.48. n, number of measurements available; Prev., prevalence of disease; Sens., sensitivity; 
Spec., specificity; PPV, positive predictive value; NPV, negative predictive value; Acc., accuracy; CI, confidence interval; TP, true posi-
tive; FP, false positive; TN, true negative; FN, false negative; LR–, negative likelihood ratio; LR+, positive likelihood ratio.
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Combining SE with Size and FDG-PET
To enable a risk stratification analysis using FDG-PET 

avidity, EBUS short axis size, and EBUS-SE information, 
the subset of data where FDG-PET was available was an-
alyzed (n = 370). While the prevalence of lymph node 
metastases in this subset of data was slightly lower (0.42), 
the accuracies of the predictive values EBUS size and 
EBUS-SE did not significantly differ from that of the 
overall dataset (Table 2). Assessing several scenarios in 
this subset showed that both an EBUS size and EBUS-SE 
cutoff similar to the previous model could be used, being 
a size of 8 mm and a strain cutoff of 115. Combining FDG-
PET avidity and EBUS size with EBUS-SE significantly 
enhanced lymph node malignancy prediction when 
 compared to a risk stratification based upon FDG-PET 
and EBUS-based short axis size alone (p < 0.001). The re-
sulting risk stratification model is shown in Figure 3.  

In all sub-scenarios where FDG-PET and size informa-
tion were combined, EBUS-SE increased or decreased the 
likelihood of malignancy in cases of low and high strain, 
respectively. If all three predictors were negative, a 9% 
chance of malignancy remained. If all three predictors 
were positive, lymph nodes had a 73% chance of malig-
nancy (Fig. 3). 

Discussion

To our knowledge, this is the first study utilizing a 
standardized assessment protocol to show the added pre-
dictive value of EBUS-SE in relevant daily clinical sce-
narios in multiple centers. We confirm earlier single-cen-
ter studies that showed an association between relative 
strain and presence of lymph node malignancy [10, 11]. 
In this study, we show that SE is an independent predic-
tive variable. Furthermore, we show that EBUS-SE can be 
used in conjunction with EBUS lymph node short axis 
size and FDG-PET information to help better select which 
nodes must be further evaluated. Using two clinical sce-
narios, we show how EBUS-SE can help further risk strat-
ify the chance of malignancy. The addition of EBUS-SE 
in clinical practice could increase EBUS-TBNA staging 
accuracy. It might help intraprocedural decision making 
in cases of multiple nodes within a region or unrepresen-
tative ROSE (i.e., insufficient percentage of lymphoid 
cells to confirm lymph node aspirate), and in decision 
making on further work-up after EBUS-TBNA in cases of 
unrepresentative cytology findings.

SE is a relative measure and can therefore vary with 
measurement technique and time. Standardization and 
training are important for EBUS-SE implementation 
[12]. In this study, the performance variability of EBUS-
SE was found to be insignificant between centers and op-
erators. However, we signify the need of additional tech-
nical research to further improve reproducibility and 
standardization across systems and manufacturers. 
Moreover, when one starts using EBUS-SE, efforts should 
be made to assess how well EBUS-SE risk stratification 
performs. It is unknown beyond the here-studied popula-
tion and observers how performance might be influenced 
by differences in patient cohorts and measurement tech-
nique settings.

Strain is a continuous variable with a range of 0–255, 
similar to EBUS size. We present scenarios using a dis-
tinct cutoff. Continuous variables have gradual onset 
rather than distinctive values, and risk of malignancy is 
thus not fully reflected by one value. Again, the discussed 
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Fig. 2. Clinical scenario combining EBUS size and EBUS-SE for 
predicting probability of mediastinal lymph node malignancy. 
This analysis was performed on all lymph nodes where data for 
both were available (n = 525 lymph nodes). The initial prevalence 
of disease is used as the starting point (pre-test probability of ma-
lignancy). From there, the post-test probability of malignancy is 
updated based upon the EBUS short axis size information. If EBUS 
size is ≥8 mm, probability of malignancy increases. If EBUS size is 
< 8 mm, probability of malignancy decreases. After having ob-
tained the intermediate EBUS size-based probability of malignan-
cy, the EBUS-SE measurement outcome is further included to as-
sess the contribution of EBUS-SE to the probability of malignancy. 
A strain < 115 is associated with an increase in probability of ma-
lignancy. A strain ≥115 is associated with a decrease in probability 
of malignancy.
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scenarios were chosen because a low false-negative rate 
was prioritized above overall accuracy for obtaining the 
highest staging accuracy. 

The differences in EBUS-SE performance of Nijmegen 
in this study and previously published results are not ful-
ly understood (AUC 0.75 vs. 0.846) [12]. Possibly, a more 
rigorous selection for measurement inclusion was previ-
ously applied since the protocol was kept similar. Al-
though unlikely, the updated software setting could also 
have had a small effect. With the updated software set-
tings and low false-negative prioritization, we now find 
an optimal cut-off value of 115 (previously; 78). 

The present guidelines do not specifically state distinct 
cut-off values for aspiration of lymph nodes during an 
EBUS staging procedure. In general, as used per CT imag-
ing, ≥10 mm is often chosen as the cut-off value for in-
creased chance of malignancy. We confirm that this cut-
off size indeed showed good overall accuracy (70%) in 
predicting lymph node malignancy in our dataset. How-
ever, it should be considered that good overall accuracy 
does not necessarily correlate to high sensitivity. Earlier 

studies have used cut-off values varying from 5 to 10 mm 
with success [3–8]. Based on our results, we propose to at 
least routinely include nodes of ≥8 mm for aspiration 
when no additional predictive variables are used. Using 
this criterion in our dataset would, however, still result in 
12.3% of malignant lymph nodes being missed. This is 
already a major step forward when compared to a 10-mm 
cutoff, which would equal to as much as 25.6% of malig-
nant lymph nodes being missed. Ideally, lymph nodes 
smaller than 8 mm should also be considered for aspira-
tion, but the more recent large multicenter trials have 
used this 8-mm cut-off value successfully [7, 19]. We rec-
ommend further research on this subject to enable adjust-
ment of the guidelines accordingly. 

For assessing mediastinal lymph node involvement, 
FDG-PET imaging is recommended [1, 14]. Its results 
cannot be omitted once available. The endoscopist is like-
ly to aspirate avid nodes regardless of size or EBUS-SE. In 
this study, PET imaging was available across centers as 
per their routine clinical practice. No central reading was 
performed, possibly affecting FDG-PET accuracy vari-
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Fig. 3. Clinical scenario combining PET, EBUS size, and EBUS-SE 
for predicting probability of mediastinal lymph node malignancy. 
This analysis was performed on all lymph nodes where data for all 
three were available (n = 370 lymph nodes). The initial prevalence 
of disease is used as the starting point (pre-test probability of ma-
lignancy). From there, the post-test probability of malignancy is 
updated based upon FDG-PET avidity information. FDG-avid 
lymph nodes had an increased probability of malignancy, whereas 
non-avid lymph nodes decreased the probability of lymph nodes 
being malignant. From there, the post-test probability of malig-

nancy is updated based on the EBUS-measured lymph node short 
axis size information. If EBUS size is ≥8 mm, probability of malig-
nancy increases. If EBUS size is < 8 mm, probability of malignancy 
decreases. Following the obtained intermediate PET and EBUS 
size-based probability of malignancy, the EBUS-SE measurement 
is included to assess its contribution to the probability of malig-
nancy. A strain < 115 is associated with an increase in chance of 
malignancy. A strain ≥115 is associated with a decrease in chance 
of malignancy.
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ability. Binomial proportion testing, however, showed in-
significant FDG-PET accuracy differences across centers. 

Lymph nodes were included for aspiration based on 
criteria other than SE. In that respect, none of the includ-
ed lymph node aspirations were carried out without an 
inclusion bias. Future work should assess SE using sys-
tematic inclusion rather than based to the operator’s own 
insights. Furthermore, additional studies should assess if 
a multi-frame strain analysis that is cross-compatible 
across systems and manufacturers can be introduced to 
further increase temporal reproducibility, widespread 
availability, and diagnostic performance. 

Conclusion

EBUS-SE helps predict malignant lymph node in-
volvement in patients with lung cancer. The addition of 
ultrasound SE to EBUS short axis size and FDG-PET 
avidity further improves risk stratification for malig-
nancy. 
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